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PREFACE
This follow-up performance audit of the County of Kaua‘i’s Hiring Practices
was designed to examine the County’s implementation of recommendations
made in 2015 regarding hiring practices. Spire Hawaii LLP (“Spire” or “we”)
conducted this follow-up audit, as well as the 2015 audit, for the Office of the
County Auditor.
We would like to thank all who contributed data to this report, especially the
County Department of Human Resources, the Department of Public Works,
and the Department of Parks and Recreation.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report presents the results of a follow-up audit of the County of Kaua‘i’s
implementation of recommendations made in 2015 regarding hiring practices.
Follow-up audits provide the necessary oversight of the County’s progress
toward implementing audit recommendations, which are intended to improve
government accountability and efficiency.
A performance audit of the County’s hiring practices from January 1, 2009, to
December 31, 2013 was conducted in 2015 (“Hiring Audit”).1 The audit was
designed to answer the following questions:
•

Is the County in compliance with applicable rules and regulations related to
the hiring of civil service and exempt personnel?

•

Does the County have sufficient controls in place to ensure fair, uniform,
and transparent selection of the best qualified employee for the position?

The audit resulted in three findings and eight recommendations, which
described the County’s path to developing compliant, clear, and wellcommunicated policies, processes, and procedures governing the recruitment
and hiring process. On behalf of the County, the Department of Personnel
Services, now known as the Department of Human Resources (“DHR”),
agreed to the findings and recommendations.
We found that after almost three years, the conditions described in the findings
have not substantially changed because the County has not fully implemented
five of the eight recommendations. Although the County, through the initiative
of DHR, has centralized recordkeeping and reassessed certain hiring processes,
it has not comprehensively reviewed and modified compliance with best
practices and legal and collective bargaining requirements as described in
recommendations 1., 2., 4., and 7. As a result, the County still lacks the
comprehensive policies, procedures, and monitoring necessary to ensure
compliance with Hawai‘i Revised Statutes (“HRS”) and County requirements
when hiring and conducting promotions, transfers, and reallocations.

1

The audit report was entitled Audit of County Hiring Practices, Report No. 15-01. This report can be found
through the following link: http://www.kauai.gov/Government/County-Council/Office-of-the-CountyAuditor/Reports.
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RECOMMENDATION
STATUS
1. DHR should reassess current procedures PARTIALLY
and controls to ensure compliance with IMPLEMENTED
the HRS and County policy to establish
fair and consistent hiring, promotions,
transfers and reallocations.
2. Internal policies should be reviewed for NOT IMPLEMENTED
best practices, clearly written, regularly
communicated to DHR staff, and held to
the same standard of authority as HRS.
3. DHR should monitor the appointing
authority to ensure all procedures are
sufficiently followed.

IMPLEMENTED

4. DHR should maintain an audit trail of
sufficient documentation to support all
personnel activity during an employee’s
career with the County.

PARTIALLY
IMPLEMENTED

5. All documents should be aggregated
and maintained in a single, secured file
for each employee.

IMPLEMENTED

6. The files should be kept on hand for
record-keeping purposes and not be
replaced with updated versions or
discarded after an employee terminates.

IMPLEMENTED

7. DHR should consult with the County
Attorney to implement a comprehensive
policy that ensures compliance with
document retention and maintenance
requirements at the federal, state, and
county levels.

PARTIALLY
IMPLEMENTED

8. DHR should ensure sufficient controls
and procedures are in place for all types
of personnel actions, in particular for
those that allow civil service
requirements to be bypassed as these
subjects the County to the greatest
amount of risk.

NOT IMPLEMENTED

4

Additional actions are needed to fully implement the prior recommendations.
To ensure the County’s efforts to comply with requirements governing the
hiring process, it should fully address the remaining five recommendations
from the 2015 Hiring Audit. The auditee’s response, included as Attachment
1, was considered in finalizing this report and is discussed in greater detail on
page 19.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Follow-up audits monitor the County’s implementation of audit
recommendations. Audit recommendations, if followed, are intended to result
in accountability and transparency, reduced costs, increased revenues,
strengthened controls and safeguards, and improved services. These benefits
can only be realized if audit recommendations are in fact implemented.
Monitoring the County’s implementation enables the public and policymakers
to stay informed of the County’s progress and to understand what is needed for
full implementation.

Audit Methodology
The Hiring Audit examined County policies, procedures, and practices during
recruiting and hiring, and found the County did not consistently adhere to HRS
and County policies when hiring and conducting promotions, transfers, and
reallocations. This follow-up audit reviewed the changes made by the County
to address the findings and recommendations and whether the changes
addressed the audit findings.
We issued a written survey to DHR to ascertain whether the audit
recommendations were implemented. Because of the limited scope of the
follow-up audit, we narrowed our testing to personnel activity from January 1,
2017 to December 31, 2017, in the largest departments, the Department of
Public Works (“DPW”) and Department of Parks and Recreation (“Parks”).2
We issued questionnaires to DPW and Parks regarding civil service hires,
exempt hires, exempt hires for personal service contracts, temporary hires,
reallocations, and transfers. We sampled civil service hires and reallocations
and utilized substantively the same procedures from the Hiring Audit to test for
compliance and the implementation of internal controls.3

2
3

The Water, Police and Fire Departments were not included in the Hiring Audit or this follow-up audit.
The documents and reports were listed on pages 9 to 11 of Report No. 15-01.
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For the purposes of evaluating achievement, we used the following definitions:
IMPLEMENTED – where the department or agency provided sufficient and
appropriate evidence to support all elements of the recommendation.
PARTIALLY IMPLEMENTED – where some evidence was provided but not
all elements of the recommendation were addressed.
NOT IMPLEMENTED – where evidence did not support meaningful
movement towards implementation and/or where no evidence was provided.
We conducted this follow-up audit in accordance with generally accepted
government auditing standards and the County Audit Manual, where
practicable. Divergence from GAGAS and the County Audit Manual was
required in the audit review process, because the County Auditor position is
currently vacant. Information deemed confidential under the State open
records law (HRS Chapter 92F) was omitted from this report. The
determination of whether information was confidential was based on Office of
Information Practices (OIP) Guideline No. 3, effective September 7, 2011 and
OIP memorandum dated May 1, 2002, “OIP Guidance Regarding Disclosure
of Agency Records and Information to Auditors.” Under the guidance of these
documents, the following were omitted as confidential: employee social
security numbers and actual base rates of pay and gross salaries for employees
covered by or included in bargaining units as defined in the State collective
bargaining law (HRS Chapter 76).
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CHAPTER 2
Audit Findings and Recommendations
Finding 1. DHR Has Improved Its Processes but Has Not
Completed Comprehensive Recruitment Policies.
RECOMMENDATIONS AND STATUS:
RECOMMENDATION
STATUS
1. DHR should reassess current procedures PARTIALLY
and controls to ensure compliance with IMPLEMENTED
the HRS and County policy to establish
fair and consistent hiring, promotions,
transfers, and reallocations.
2. Internal policies should be reviewed for NOT IMPLEMENTED
best practices, clearly written, regularly
communicated to DHR staff, and held to
the same standard of authority as HRS.
3. DHR should monitor the appointing
authority to ensure all procedures are
sufficiently followed.

IMPLEMENTED

This finding pointed out that the County did not consistently adhere to HRS
and County policies when hiring and conducting promotions, transfers, and
reallocations because it lacked compliant, clear, and well-communicated
policies, processes and procedures, and effective monitoring of compliance.
In response, DHR states that it ensures continued compliance and internal
controls by tracking bills during the legislative session and by participating in
collective bargaining negotiations and arbitrations. DHR states policy reviews
and changes take place during weekly staff meetings and monthly recruitment
divisional meetings. Minutes are taken at the meetings, the status of past
follow-up topics are discussed, and future follow-up tasks are identified. DHR
provides a list of the changes it has implemented in response to the audit:
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•

Changed testing admissions procedures (need for admission ticket, use of
phone, etc.)
o Prior to this change, candidates who did not bring a physical copy of
their admission ticket would be denied immediately. This was
potentially seen as unfair for candidates who had travelled to Kaua‘i for
the interview. Now, candidates are allowed to show the admission
ticket on their phone if they don’t have the hard copy.

•

Clarified “progressively responsible” positions – ensure consistency in
review
o The term “progressively responsible” has historically been used to
describe minimum qualifications for candidates. For example, “a
candidate’s work history has shown progressively responsible duties.”
DHR is in the process of specifically defining experience in its
Classification specifications. For example, pegging experience to
specific years of supervision would reduce some of the subjectivity of
reviewers determining what experience qualifies as “progressively
responsible.”

•

Reviewed all Section 3 hires weekly to ensure compliance
o A Section 3 hire is a special second hire on an existing position
number. These are utilized in special, unique situations such as
succession planning, person out with an injury or on leave, etc.
o DHR now reviews all Section 3 hires on a weekly basis to make sure
the positions are filled appropriately. For example, they monitor if the
injured person is returning to work, etc., to ensure these special hires do
not overstay their intended hiring.

•

Reviewed interview form to check for discrepancies and ensure correct
selection based on suitability and relatively equal standards
o DHR now reviews the interview forms completed by the departments
to ensure the correct selection was made based on suitability and
relatively equal standards. This includes adding information regarding
total interview points available so the five percent “relatively equal
rule” can be assessed.

•

Reviewed interview form to ensure diversification of interview panel
o DHR also reviews interview forms to ensure diversification of
interview panel (e.g., ensuring a mix of gender and ethnicities are on
the panel).
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•

Created chart for comparable levels across bargaining units (“BU”) –
Standardization for Return to Work applicants
o DHR created a chart for comparable levels across BUs to ensure Return
to Work applicants are properly placed when returning from an injury
and are not in line for an effective promotion because they returned to
work in a different BU.

•

Clarified use of internal vs. intra-department recruitments
o DHR clarified the definitions of internal, intra, and inter-department
recruitments, and ultimately decided “internal” meant the same as
“intra.”

•

Created one location to receive job applications to eliminate confusion
between internal/external applicants
o Previously, there were separate locations for application submission
based on whether the applicant were internal or external users. Users
were sometimes disqualified for submitting applications in the wrong
location. To prevent such technicalities from undermining the
recruitment process, DHR changed the system so only one location
receives applications.

DHR is to be commended for making these changes, which improve
consistency and compliance. In doing so, they have made significant progress
toward developing a more structured and compliant recruitment system.
However, challenges remain. We found no evidence that County policies,
processes, and procedures have been systematically reviewed and revised to
ensure compliance with legal and collective bargaining requirements
concerning recruitment and hiring. For example, while DHR did issue the
NeoGov Insight Policy in 2015, a comprehensive County Recruitment Manual
remains in draft form since 2014. The DHR Director said she hopes to have it
issued this year.
Further, in reviewing DHR meeting minutes, it appears that while DHR tackles
a number of issues on a weekly basis, the focus appears to be more on “putting
out fires” rather than completing comprehensive policies. For example, the
Rules of the Director have not been updated since 2015 and still reference the
Department of Personnel Services. The Internal Departmental Competitive
Recruitment Policy dated November 29, 2011 has not been updated, even
though DHR has since eliminated the use of the term “internal” when doing
intra-departmental hiring.
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Weaknesses in policies and procedures and the County’s centralized approach
to recruitment and hiring may be the source of potential risk including lawsuits
against the County caused by improper hiring. The County should consider
deploying resources to engage in a transparent process to comprehensively
review and document personnel policies and procedures to ensure decisions are
legally compliant, adequately documented, and transparent. A merit-based
hiring and promotions system is necessary for efficient government operations.
Consistent and compliant recruitment and hiring will maintain and strengthen
the merit system. DHR is required to administer a civil service system that is
based on the merit principle pursuant to HRS Chapter 76.
As such, because DHR has begun to reassess its procedures but has not yet
completed revisions to its internal policies, we concluded that recommendation
1 was partially implemented and recommendation 2 was not implemented.
Best practices for maintaining internal controls in recruiting and hiring involve
1) a process to build and maintain knowledge of relevant employment laws
through regular legal and regulatory reviews, 2) legally compliant policies and
procedures, and 3) a solid training program for management and staff on
policies and procedures and legal obligations of employers. The County’s
review process for hiring, as described by DHR, falls short because it is
internal to DHR, reactive and not systematic, and may overlook changes,
especially in federal law and best practices. Additionally, while DHR did
conduct training over the use of NeoGov, there is no evidence of systematic
training of employees involved in the hiring process.
To address these shortfalls, DHR could consider developing additional written
or “how to” guidelines for each step of the hiring process. These could include
standard operating procedures for each step, exceptions, and documentation
requirements for key decisions. In the process of developing the guidelines,
deficiencies in the existing policies or processes could be identified and
addressed. When the guidelines are developed, they could be used in a training
program, so DHR and departmental staff are well-informed of the applicable
requirements. Additional written guidelines and training will contribute to
transparency. If policy and process requirements are widely discussed, nonDHR employees can understand the reasons for the requirements and changes.
In addition, DHR should continue to familiarize themselves with HRS Chapter
76 and provide training (potentially through a contract with an expert in the
field) on civil service law for themselves as well as other County departments.
Recommendation 3 stated that DHR should monitor the appointing authority to
ensure all procedures are sufficiently followed. During the 2015 Hiring Audit,
we found DHR monitoring was lacking, creating risk of non-compliance and
inconsistency. For that reason, we recommended increased DHR monitoring
as an internal control over the departments’ recruitment and personnel
activities.
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According to its response, DHR said it took the following steps after the 2015
Hiring Audit was completed:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Conducted a training for departmental liaisons on the expanded use of the
NeoGov online recruiting system
Funneled all initial recruitment and hiring decisions through NeoGov for
all civil service and exempt hires to allow for documented approvals by
department heads, the DHR staff and director, and the Mayor
Required the Applicant Interview and Evaluation Summary form to be
completed and attached to the NeoGov record when processing an
applicant for hire
Instituted an additional hire approval step so DHR recruitment staff
reviews the Applicant Interview Evaluation Summary Sheet to ensure all
applicants on the eligible list are contacted for an interview and the
selected applicant either had the highest interview score or was relatively
equal to the applicant with the highest interview score
Required attachment of the Request for Services Exempt from Civil
Service form to the NeoGov record to complete the full documentation of
the hire record
Assumed responsibility for completing all reference checks, except for
KPD hires
Assumed responsibility for reviewing and preparing the Personnel Action
Form for hire processing, including appropriate salary level if outside the
collective bargaining agreement starting rate4
Assumed responsibility for contacting the selected applicant with a
conditional offer of employment and schedules all necessary preemployment requirements including drug tests, physicals, background
checks (except KPD employees)

The changes made by DHR to utilize the NeoGov system to improve
documentation in personnel processes and improve pre-employment
compliance are the reasons we found recommendation 3 to be implemented.
DHR should continue to work with the departments to ensure that the new
changes made by DHR do not go beyond monitoring. The hiring process
should not be structured so that a single unit, either the hiring department or
DHR, takes so much control that it loses independence, and the ability to
monitor. In other words, DHR should not centralize too much authority in
itself, and instead serve the important role of monitoring decisionmakers so
they comply with civil service and other legal requirements.

4

We clarified with the DHR Director that although DHR stated that it assumed responsibility for reviewing and
preparing the Personnel Action Form, DHR still confers with the appointing authority and receives approval
from department heads prior to the finalization of personnel actions.
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Finding 2. Documentation of Personnel Actions Has Improved
but Opportunities for Improvement Still Exist.
RECOMMENDATIONS AND STATUS:
RECOMMENDATION
4. DHR should maintain an audit trail of
sufficient documentation to support all
personnel activity during an employee’s
career with the County.
5. All documents should be aggregated
and maintained in a single, secured file
for each employee.
6. The files should be kept on hand for
record-keeping purposes and not be
replaced with updated versions or
discarded after an employee terminates.
7. DHR should consult with the County
Attorney to implement a comprehensive
policy that ensures compliance with
document retention and maintenance
requirements at the federal, state, and
county levels.

STATUS
PARTIALLY
IMPLEMENTED

IMPLEMENTED

IMPLEMENTED

PARTIALLY
IMPLEMENTED

In response to this audit finding, DHR cites the following improvements:
•
•
•
•

Recruitment and hiring documentation is now filed through the NeoGov
recruiting software, which allows for approvals to be documented
electronically
All employee files related to employment and pay and benefits are now
centrally maintained at DHR in a single, secure file
All past and current employee forms and documents are maintained as part
of an employee’s record
Personnel files are kept for 30 years after an employee’s separation date
while other HR files are kept for seven years

We validated these remedial steps by testing supporting documentation for
civil service hiring and reallocation procedures, noting all requested
information was present. As such, we have concluded that recommendations 5
and 6 have been implemented.
However, as further discussed in recommendation 8, documentation related to
the justification for certain reallocations to excluded managerial (“EM”)
positions could be improved in DHR’s files. For this reason, we could not give
full credit to the County for implementing recommendation 4.
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DHR states it has consulted with the County Attorney but is still waiting for a
comprehensive document retention and maintenance policy that complies with
federal, state, and county requirements. In the meantime, DHR is utilizing the
State of Hawaii Department of Accounting and General Services’ document
retention guidelines. As such, we found that recommendation 7 was partially
implemented as the County policy is yet to be finalized.

Finding 3. Lack of Adequate Documentation Proving Policies
and Legal Requirements Have Been Followed Regarding
Excluded Managerial Positions Creates Risk for the County.
RECOMMENDATIONS AND STATUS:
RECOMMENDATION
8. DHR should ensure sufficient controls
and procedures are in place for all types
of personnel actions, in particular for
those that allow civil service
requirements to be bypassed as these
subject the County to the greatest
amount of risk.

STATUS
NOT IMPLEMENTED

DHR responds that:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

The County’s compensation plan is updated on an annual basis
All current job classes are reviewed at this time to ensure all new
classifications have been included and abolished classes have been deleted
In addition, positions designated as “Unskilled” are reviewed to ensure
these positions remain in this category
When new job classifications are established, a designation of “Skilled” or
“Unskilled” is completed on the “Notice of Final Action” form that is
routed to all jurisdictions
All positions, including exempt positions must complete a County of
Kaua‘i exempt application form. Exempt hire selections now go through
the NeoGov approval process with policies and procedures contained in the
NeoGov Insight Policy 2015
The County Charter minimum qualifications for department heads are
vetted by DHR and are the only requirements
In other jurisdictions, exempt hires are not screened for minimum
qualifications unless specified by Charter or other authority
The County requires all exempt hires to submit a job application form
documenting their education, skills, and experience
Exempt hires go through the same post-offer pre-employment screenings as
do civil service employees
14

These are positive steps in improving the audit trail for personnel actions but
do not go far enough to address audit recommendation 8. During fieldwork
testing, we noted four positions that were reallocated from regular civil service
positions to EM positions. EM positions are governed by HRS 89C Public
Officers and Employees Excluded from Collective Bargaining. The purpose of
HRS 89C is to grant appropriate authorities the necessary flexibility to adjust
the wages, hours, benefits, and other terms and conditions of employment for
the respective excluded public officers and employees.
The intent of HRS Chapter 89C was to ensure individuals who held these EM
positions would have treatment comparable to bargaining unit employees when
it came to adjusting their wages, hours, benefits, or other terms and conditions
of employment. However, despite the fact that they do not have bargaining
unit representation, EM positions have become desirable in many cases
because of higher salary levels and a less rigorous process for setting job
qualifications and pay.
We identified two fundamental problems with the EM position process:
1. The lack of comprehensive policies and procedures over documentation of
the EM process make it a potential avenue for abuse. For example, the
existing classification and pricing policies do not provide clear standards or
benchmarks that would aid in clearly identifying and deciding whether and
when to change a position from a BU civil service position to an EM civil
service position. In addition, the lack of comprehensive policies
surrounding EM positions creates the risk that they could be used to place
pre-identified employees in favorable positions, and makes it difficult to
prove without question that the selection process for the EM positions
comply with merit principles. This increases County risk.
2. This potential for abuse is heightened because DHR does not maintain
adequate documentation over the reallocations it has performed. DHR
states it determines the EM level to reallocate positions based on Statewide classification guidelines but it does not include any further
documentation, correspondence, or other justification within the position
files.
When asked about individual reallocations to EM positions in our testing
sample, the DHR Director was able to recall the particular circumstances for
each action. The DHR Director knew the name of the employee and generally
what happened with the position, including prior position descriptions and
classifications.
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However, the DHR Director stated there is no documentation kept within
employee files because it is a position action and not an employee action, and
it is unlikely there is any other documentation regarding the decision to
reallocate positions to EM. While there may be some email correspondence,
the DHR Director said the decision-making process is often done verbally.
Reallocations are approved by the respective department head, the Mayor, and
the DHR Director.5
We recommend that appropriate documentation is maintained over the
decision-making and review process involving EM positions, as relying on oral
history is poor practice and is difficult, if not impossible, to substantiate. This
practice once again puts the County at risk for discrimination and equal
employment opportunity complaints or lawsuits.
During testing, we noted the reasons for the reallocation requests were lacking
for all but one of the four EM reallocations in our sample. For example:
1. One of the reallocations involved a change from a SR-26 Principal Project
Manager position in DPW to an EM-05 Executive Assistant to the Mayor
in April 2017. There is insufficient documentation to support the new
position title, because the position appears to be for a secondary deputy in
DPW. See Appendix 1 for the job descriptions of the SR-26 and EM-05
positions.
2. Another reallocation in January 2017 changed a SR-24 to an EM-03 with a
27 percent salary increase. The DHR Director explained that the prior
incumbent held the position at an EM-03 but the new hire did not meet the
minimum qualifications related to the administrative experience of an EM03, so the position was changed to a SR-24. Once the new hire met the
administrative experience requirements of an EM-03 (by performing at the
administrative level provided by the SR-24 position), the position was
reallocated back to an EM-03. The Record of Classification Request and
Action form only provided the following reason for the request:
“Reallocating position.” See Appendix 2 for the job descriptions of the
SR-24 and EM-05 positions.
3. A third reallocation in July 2017 changed a SR-24 to an EM-03 with a 10
percent salary increase. The Record of Classification Request and Action
form only provided the following reason for the request: “Changes in
duties/responsibilities.” See Appendix 3 for the job descriptions of the SR24 and EM-03 positions.

5

We noted that each of the four EM reallocations was approved by the relevant department head, the Mayor, and
DHR Director. However, the details of the approval process are unclear, as we noted that for two of the EM
reallocations, the DHR Director approved the reallocation one or two minutes after the Mayor’s approval. The
Mayor approved a separate EM reallocation requisition at 3:45 a.m.
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This recommendation states that to decrease County risk, DHR should ensure
“sufficient controls and procedures are in place for all types of personnel
actions, in particular for those that allow civil service requirements to be
bypassed.” Without clear, complete documentation and substantiation of
personnel actions, DHR will have difficultly defending itself from suspicions
of wrongdoing in the recruitment process. Put another way, without
appropriate documentation of personnel actions, it is difficult to prove
wrongdoing hasn’t occurred.
The reallocation process in example 2 above appears to be for the purpose of
allowing the employee to gain the necessary administrative
experience. Documentation to establish a valid purpose for the reallocation
could avoid the action being seen as preferential treatment by the DHR and the
respective department head, subjecting the County to criticism or risk.
A requirement to maintain clear and complete documentation for all personnel
actions creates an internal control environment that prevents the circumvention
of procedures and discourages abuse of authority. While DHR has begun to
make changes to its recruitment processes, we recommend DHR implement
stronger documentation requirements to ensure personnel and position records
are complete and all personnel actions are appropriately justified.
In addition, we inquired about the County’s Vacancy Review Committee
(“VRC”) which was formed in 2014 by the Mayor to evaluate and review all
vacant positions as a result of both anticipated and non-anticipated attrition,
with the goals of:
1. Reducing the size of government, where appropriate;
2. Re-describing vacant positions to create efficiencies; and
3. Serving as a sounding board to explore organizational, personnel, and
technological alternatives.
The VRC was composed of the DHR Director, the Assistant Chief
Procurement Officer (“ACPO”), a Civil Service Commissioner, the Director of
Finance, and the Managing Director as an ex-officio member who would break
ties in voting.
The VRC met 13 times in fiscal year (“FY”) 2015, 24 times in FY 2016, seven
times in FY 2017, and once so far in FY 2018. During the height of the VRC’s
activity, the VRC reported to have made changes to positions that resulted in
approximately $1,168,000 in financial savings. According to the DHR
Director, the ACPO would review requisitions to fill various vacant positions,
and confer with the Mayor to decide whether to convene the VRC. The DHR
Director stated that the VRC rarely meets anymore, but the ACPO still does an
initial review of requisitions and with the Mayor’s consultation, decides
whether to convene the VRC.
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While this process created an additional step in the hiring process, it also
enabled a small group of administrators to exert control over position
vacancies and personnel decisions opening the County up to risk and possible
lawsuits.
While we did not analyze the VRC’s decisions, the underlying risk is ensuring
that the VRC is composed of administrators who will provide objective insight
on the vacancy decisions by appropriately balancing the needs of the
departments with the desire to reduce personnel costs.
The DHR failed to recognize that the membership of the VRC created a
situation where the County could be faced with significant liability. The fact
that a member of the Civil Service Commission, the DHR Director, the ACPO,
and Director of Finance served and participated on the VRC is of great
concern.
When a civil service employee of the County feels that a violation occurred
with regard to their rights as an employee, they are entitled pursuant to HRS
Chapter 76, to file an Internal Complaint. This Internal Complaint process
involves the respective department head (which could be one of the members
of the VRC) as well as the DHR Director. If the Internal Complaint is not
resolved to the satisfaction of the employee, the employee can appeal to the
Civil Service Commission. The Civil Service Commission also hears and
decides on matters from the general public who have applied for vacant
positions, etc.
Since some individuals that sit on the VRC hold key positions in the personnel
system of the County (such as the DHR Director, department head and Civil
Service Commission member), they could be seen as having a conflict, as they
could have possibly decided on a matter (on the VRC) and then in their
official other capacities, would have to decide on the same matter again.
The County should reevaluate the use and composition of the VRC to ensure
personnel actions are free from actual, potential or perceived conflicts of
interest.6

The County of Hawai‘i disbanded a comparable version of the VRC, the Staffing Review Committee, because
of the “perceived or actual hiring practices that promoted preferential treatment to certain identified applicants.”
County of Hawai‘i’s Department of Human Resources Hiring Practices, Report No. 2017-03, September 7,
2017. We did not review the VRC actions and therefore cannot state whether preferential treatment was an
issue. However, the County of Hawai‘i’s experience identifies an additional source of risk from utilizing such
committees.
6
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AUDITEE RESPONSE
The County Administration, as auditee, was provided an opportunity to
respond to our findings and recommendations. The Administration’s response
is included as Attachment 1.
The Administration generally disagreed with our findings, and raised concerns
about the overall integrity, fairness and intent of the audit process. Not only do
its points indicate a basic misunderstanding of the audit scope, process and
findings, it is counter-productive to addressing the risks raised in the report.
The Administration’s primary points of contention are related to the findings
over EM reallocations and the VRC. We address the Administration’s
concerns over the EM reallocations first.
The Administration questioned why EM reallocations were included in the
follow-up audit because they are not a hiring practice and were not a finding
from the Hiring Audit. The Administration attempts to paint a picture that EM
reallocations were scoped into the report only after findings over unskilled
labor or exempt positions could not be found. This is simply not true.
The original audit covered civil service hires, exempt hires, transfers and
reallocations [emphasis added]. Reallocations were reviewed, because they
involve hiring and employee placement as required by collective bargaining
laws and County policies. As stated in the 2015 Hiring Audit Report,
reallocations involving vacant positions require a recruitment process (hiring)
for the newly reallocated position. Additionally, if the position is already
filled, DPS reassesses whether the incumbent meets the minimum
requirements of the updated position.7
Inclusion of reallocations in the follow-up audit was stated in the kickoff
meeting with DHR on January 11, 2018, and reiterated in an email on January
16, 2018, which transmitted the Follow-Up Audit Questionnaires to DPW and
Parks. Further, on February 14, 2018, the DHR Director was sent an Excel
document identifying the positions to be sampled and the information to be
reviewed in the sampling. No objections to the inclusion of reallocations were
noted after these communications, during fieldwork when we discussed the
sampled EM reallocations in detail, or in the exit teleconference on April 18,
2018. The first objection was received in an email from DHR Director on May
3, 2018, upon receipt of the draft report.

7

Hiring Audit Report, page 7.
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Further, the original audit was designed to answer the following questions:
•
•

Is the County in compliance with applicable rules and regulations
related to the hiring of civil service and exempt personnel? And,
Does the County have sufficient controls in place to ensure fair,
uniform and transparent selection of the best qualified employee for the
position?

Under these questions, all categories of County employees in the audited
departments were within the audit scope, including EM employees. The
purpose of the follow-up audit was to determine whether the findings of the
original audit still exist, and the extent to which audit recommendations were
implemented. To this end, the same process used in the original audit
covering civil service hires, exempt hires, exempt personal service hires,
temporary hires, and reallocations was used to identify and test compliance.8
The contested finding in the follow-up audit concerning EM employees is
aligned with the findings in the original audit. In the original audit, we found
that:
•

Finding 2: The amount of supporting documentation maintained by
DPS is inconsistent and could expose the County to the risk of noncompliance with bargaining unit agreements, internal policy and HRS.
(Audit Report, page 4)

In the follow-up audit, we determined that the risk still existed, because there
was little documentation to ensure compliance, and the Administration agreed
that the documentation should be kept in the position file. The Administration
points out that there are policies and procedures and that any documentation
would be kept in the position file, not the personnel file. We agree and have
updated language in the report.
The Administration spends most of its efforts disputing the inclusion of EM
reallocations in this follow-up audit, but does not address or dispute the overall
finding that the lack of documentation over the EM reallocation process poses
a risk to the County.
The classification and pricing policies over EM positions require that one of
the following criteria is met for EM positions:

8

The difference in employee coverage between the original and follow up audits was that the original audit
covered employees in all departments (excluding the police, fire, and water departments), the follow-up audit
was limited to employees of the two largest departments, DPW and Parks. In addition, transfers were not
reviewed, as they would have been covered in either the civil service hiring or exempt transaction counts.
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•
•
•
•

Is a division head or an assistant division head;
Is at or near the top of an ongoing, complex agency or major program
and formulates or determines policy for that agency or program;
Directs the work of a major program or agency or a major subdivision
thereof with considerable discretion to determine means, methods and
personnel by which the agency or program policy is to be carried out;
Is a central agency position involved in the preparation for and conduct
of negotiations or has a major role in the administration of agreements
or in personnel administration or meets and confers with union
representatives as required under HRS §89-9(c), provided that, such
role is not routine or clerical in nature and requires the exercise of
independent judgment.

While these criteria provide a framework to identify EM positions, they are
nonetheless open to broad interpretation and subjectivity. This is the crux of
our finding that proper documentation of compliance with these criteria
justifying EM reallocations is needed to reduce risk to the County.
This may be a potentially significant issue since there are over 25 EM positions
in the County in Fiscal Year 2018, without even including the Water, Police
and Fire departments.
Regarding the VRC, the Administration takes the position that the VRC is not
a part of the hiring process because its intent was to:
1. Eliminate vacant positions for possible cost savings;
2. Possibly re-describe remaining positions to absorb the duties of the
eliminated position;
3. Re-describe a vacant position to a new position that was needed by the
Department and therefore eliminate the need to create a new position;
or,
4. Fill the position as described due to the needs of the Department.
However, this is a very narrow view. The VRC was convened when
Departments submitted requisitions to fill the vacant positions. In order to
realize any cost savings, that means that a position was eliminated, redescribed, or transferred to a different department upon receiving the request to
fill. Eliminating vacant positions, or even re-describing vacant positions, may
take away promotional opportunities for current civil servants. Further, redescribing positions to absorb the duties of the eliminated position could, and
quite possibly would, put an undue burden on existing civil servants. These
situations would create an opportunity for existing civil servants to grieve.
This is consistent with the statements in the audit report about risk, conflicts
and lawsuits.
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While we did not investigate whether any of the eliminations of vacant
positions resulted in a reorganization that would have required Union
consultation, any such occurrence would pose additional risk to the County.
Finally, DHR takes issue with items that were discussed in the April 18, 2018
exit meeting and revised prior to the draft report. For example, at the exit
meeting, we stated that recommendation number 3 was partially implemented.
However, upon receiving clarification over DHR’s initial response that they
had properly conferred with the appointing authority and received approval
from department heads prior to the finalization of personnel actions, we
changed the finding to implemented. Likewise, we revised our initial
assessment of the VRC upon receiving clarification from DHR over the review
process of requisitions. It is unclear why the Administration felt the need to
include these discussions in their response when they were already changed in
the draft report.
Also, the Administration takes issue that it was not commended for providing
us with all the information we requested for testing, showing significant
improvement over the 64 instances of missing information from the original
audit. Recommendations 5 and 6 were determined to be fully implemented, so
again, it is unclear why this was a “serious concern” of the Administration.
In summary, we incorporated DHR’s comments when supported by adequate
evidence. Although DHR disputes our characterization of their progress
implementing the recommendations of the 2015 Hiring Audit, there is no
substantial challenge to the main findings of this audit; that the lack of
systematic and comprehensive policies, procedures, and documentation may
increase risk for the County. We encourage the Administration to continue its
implementation efforts to address all audit findings.
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Appendix 1

DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL SERVICES
COUNTY OF KAUAI
PRTNCt PAL PROJECT MANAQE_R

2.325

SR-26, BU-13
Duties Summary:
Serves as príncipal manger over capital construction, renovation or maintenance
projects for an assigned department; directs, administers and coordinates work
performed for major projects; and performs other related duties as required.
Ðisti

n gu

ish inE Cha racteristic-s:

The Principal Project Manager is distinguished by its responsíbility to plan,
monitor, budget, schedule and coordinate highly complex and/or sensitive capital
projects, longer in duration and more costly to complete than those managed by the
lower level,
Examples of Duties: (Ihe follawing are examples of duties and are nat necessari/y
descríptive of any one position in this c/ass. fhe omission of specific dutíes statements
does not preclude managementfrom assrgningsuch dutíes ifsuch duties are a logical
assignmen t fo r th e positi o n.)
a

Performs contract administration on engineering, planning and/or construction
contracts for renovation, maintenrince and other County projects from inception,
design, award, construction and through the warranty period;

a

Directs and may evaluate assigned professional and paraprofessionaltechnical
staff;

a

Provides direction, guidance and assistance to employees, contractors and work
groups;

a

Coordinates daily work activities;

o

Organizes, prioritizes and assigns work;

a

Monitors status of work in progress and inspects completed work;

a

Ensures compliance with Federal, State and County codes;

t

Assists with development of project scopes, budgets and schedules and
im plementation of such;

a

Monitors expenditures to ensure compliance with approved budget;

Principal Project Manager
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a

Provides technical advice, information and assistance with issues related to
assigned projects;

a

Prepares reports, analyses and records;

I

Assists with development and implementation of departmental policies and
procedures;

a

Coordinates process for bidding and contracting of services;

a

Prepares Requests for Proposal (RFPs);

o

Prepares bid packages;

a

Conducts pre-bid and pre-construction meetings;

I

lssues addendums to clarify questionable issues;

a

Participates in negotiations of scope of services and fees for service aSreements;

a

Makes recommendation for selection of vendors and awarding of contracts;

a

Compiles contract language, including specifications package;

I

Coordinates acquisition and/or maintenance of required permitting;

o

Researches code requirements and coordinates efforts between multiple
deparlments and/or consulta nts; and

a

Operates a motor vehicle, personal computer and other equipment as necessary,
including use of computer applications.

Minimum 0ualification RequircmenLgfor the Class:
Training and Experience: A combinàtion of education and experience
substantially equivalent to graduation from an accredited college or university with a
baccalaureate degree in project management, engineering, construction administration
or a related field; supplemented by four (4) years of experience that demonstrated
competency in project management, budget administration, contract administration, and
responsible experience in the specífic area of assignment.
License Regujfement: Possession of a valid motor vehicle operator's license
(Hawai'i Type 3 or equivalent).
Knowledge of: project management principles, techniques and tools; cost

Principal Project Manager
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benefits analysis, planning and budgeting techniques; engneering principles and
practices; public administration and management principles, including general
administration, human resources management and fiscal management and accounting;
Federal, State, and local regulatory codes related to activities and operations of the
assigned area; contract negotiations and administration; currenttechnology and trends
in the profession.
Ability tq: coordinate, manage and track multiple project activities on several
projects concurrently; utilize computer-based project management tools; manage multidisciplinary project teams; assign, monitor, supervise and evaluate staff work performed;
anticipate and evaluate project risks, identify mitigating factors, and resolve problems;
communicate effectively both orally and in writing; establish and maintain effective
working relations and communications with others; analyze and project consequences of
decisions and/ or recommendations.
Health and Phvsical Condition Requirements:
Persons seeking appointment to positions in this class must meet the health and
physical condition standards deemed necessary and proper for performance of the
duties.

Ïhis is an amendment to the specífication for the class, PRINCIPAL

PROJECT

MANAGER, which was approved on December 1,

2009, amended on December
30, 2009 and effective on December 29,2009, and is to be substituted for that
specification.

APPR

NOv 1

I

2013

(Date)

THOMAS T, TAKATSUKI

Acting Director of Personnel Services

DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL SERVICES
COUNTY OF KAUAI
EXECUTTVE ASSTSTANT TO THE MAYOB

15A2060

EM-5

Þuties Summary:
Provides top-level stafl and executive assistance to the Mayor in matters aflecting
the County; renders executive direction and control over functions and programs as
assigned by the Mayor; and performs other related duties as required.
Disti ngu ish ine Cha racteristics:

Ïhis class is distinguished by its responsibility for providinS top-level staff and
executive assistance to the Mayor and for rendering executive direction and control over
functions and programs as assigned by the Mayor.
Examples of Duties: (Ihe follawing are examples of duties and are not necessari/y
descriptive of any one position in this class. Ilie omission of specífic duties stafernents
does not preclude managementfram assþning such duties if such duties are a logical
assrgnmen t for the position.)
o

Reviews materials, reports, policies, resolutions, records and other
communications relating to the general administrative matters and makes
recommendations for their dísposition based upon the knowledge of the polices
of the Mayor;

a

Advises the Mayor by providing perLinent information or pointing out workable
solutions;

a

Reviews and recommends reduction or addition of specific programs based upon
the knowledge of the Administration's goals;
Conducts administrative investigations and management, legislative or other
highly specialized studies and makes appropriate reports and recommendations;

I

Prepares administrative directives and memoranda in behalf of the Mayor;

I

Prepares testimonies, reports and testifies before legislative committees;

o

obtains information and progress reports of assigned depaftmental programs
and activities from executive agencies of the county, state and Federal
governments as req uired;

Executive Assistant to the
Mayor
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a

Serves on various administrative committees as assigned by the Mayor and
represents the Mayor before civic, community and other public groups to explain
county programs and Éoals;

a

Superuises the functions and activities as assigned by the Mayor;

a

Prepares public statements, press releases and speeches for the Mayor;

a

Prepares drafts, analyses and comments on proposed bills and other repoüs for
the legislature or the Council;

a

Reviews legal decisions, opinions, rules and of the County Attorney and keeps the
Mayor informed of theirsignificance and effect in administrative and legislative
matters;

a

Coordinates the activities between the Administration, Council and departments
of the County and with other governmentaljurisd¡ctions and their departments as
assigned by the Mayor; and

.

Supervises assigned employees.

Minimum Oualification Requirements for the Class:

Ïraining and Experience: A combination of education and experience substantially
equivalent to graduation from an accredited college or university with a baccalaureate
degree in the field of public or business administration, economics or a related field and
six (6)years of responsible administr:ative experience in government or in private
business.
Knowledge of: governmental organization and functions; principles and practices
of public administration, organization and management; principles and practices of
public relations; research methods and techniques; administrative analyses;
governmental finance administration and budgeting; report writing; public speaking,
statutes and ordinances relating to government functions and operations; per'cinent
Federal laws and regulations,
Ability to: conduct studies on and prepare top-level management
recommendations relati ng to operations, orga n izations, ad m i nistrative sta nda rds,
finance administration and budgeting; obtain, analyze and evaluate facts; prepare
reports; make sound management decisions; coordinate varied and complex work
programs; analyze legal decisions, interpretations and directives; deal tactfully and
effectively with other governmental officials and the public.

Executive Assistant to the
Mayor
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Healih and Phvsical Condition Eequirements:
Persons seeking appointment to positions in this class must meet the health and
physical condjtion standards deemed necessary and proper for performance of the
duties.

This is an amendment to the specification for the class EXECTUTIVE ASSISTANT
T0 THE MAYOR, which was approved on November 29, 1999, and is to be
su bstituted for that specification.

NO\/ 1 4 2013
APPROVED:

(Date)

THOMAS T. TAI(ATSUKI

Acting Director of Personnel Services

Appendix 2

DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL SERVICES
COUNTY OF KAUAI
PARK MAr\jTENANCE OPERATTONS CHrEF

2.333

sR-24, BU-13
D_Utigr Summary:

Develops plans, schedules, coordinates, and directs the general maintenance
and beautification operations and work activities for all County park facilities and other
County grounds and landscaped areas through subordinate supervisors; and performs
other related duties as required,
Disti nguish i ng Cha ra cteristics:

This class is distinguished by its responsibility for the most difficult and complex
types of park grounds maintenance and beautification operational activities for the
County of Kauai, including planning and scheduling of projects involving large scale
mowing, resodding, rebuilding of playing fields, and chemical treatment and field testing
of grasses and plants.
Examples of Duties: (The following are examp/es of duties and are not necessari/y
descriptive of any one position in this c/ass. Ihe omasion of specific duties statements
does not preclude managiementfrom assrþingsuch duties if such duties are a logical
assignment for the position.)
a

Develops and directs program operations and procedures for improvement and
maintenance of parks, playground, recreational, and County grounds and
landscaped areas;

o

Oversees and directs, through subordinate supêrvisors, landscaping and
beautification work activities involving park facilities such as construction of
fences, sprinkler systems, and projects for play areas, grassed areas, medial
strips and triangles, and other grounds and landscaped areas;

a

Formulates work policies and procedures for personnel, facilities, equipment
operation, and chemical treatment processes and standards;

a

Oversees and directs field testing of grasses and plants for use in parks and
recreation areas and the scheduling of large scale mowing, resoddinS, rebuilding
of playing fields, and chemical treatment activities;

a

Determines priorities and schedules for capital improvement projects (ClPs);

a

Plans schedules, and coordinates with other departmental divisions and
organizations for the repair and maintenance of grounds, through landscaping,
soil ìmprovement, general care, and beautification of grounds, facilities, and

Park Maintenance Operations Chief
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equipment;
t

Supervises, plans and coordinates an ongoing safety and preventive maintenance
program to þrevent accidents and ensure proper use and care of equipment and
tools through trainíng and supervision;

a

Perlorm a variety of general administrative and community relations assignments;

a

Evaluates staffing and equipment needs for park areas, and provides justification
and specifications with recommendations for stafling and equipment;

a

Prepares operating budgets relating to parks maintenance and improvement
activities by preparing budget estimates for district operations;

a

Pafticipates in development of park facilities by attending pre-planning meetings
with staff planners and engineers, revíewing preliminary plans and development
designs;

a

Reviews designs, plans, and specifications of structures to determine
maintenance requirements and plan accordingly;

I

Develops guidelines and sets schedules for preventive maintenance program;

a

Develops new methods and techniques for grounds and facility maintenance;

o

Prepare activity reports; establishes and maintains effective relations with the
public and community groups;

a

Receives and takes corrective action or makes appropriate recommendations
and resolves complaints on park maintenance;

o

Attends meetings with community groups and organizations and informs the
public of maintenance programs and activities serving as liaison between
management and park districts In matters relatingto the beautification and
maintenance of parks and recreational areas of the County; and

t

Coordinates the use of temporary work forces such as prison workforce, Alu Like,
student hires, and other temporary employees as needed.

M i ni m u m 0ua

I

ification

Req ui

rements for the_Class:

Training and Experience: A combination of education and experience
substantially equivalent to graduation from an accredited college or university with a
baccalaureate degree in agriculture, horliculture, public administration, or a related field
and four (4) years of supervisory experience demonstrating technical competence in soil
and turf management, chemical treatment, and landscaping in the care, maintenance,

3
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and beautifìcation of parks or landscaped areas.
License Reouirement: Possession of a valid motor vehicle operator's license
(Hawai'iType 3 or equivalent).
Knowledge of: the principles and practices of supervision and administration;
principles and practices, tools, and techniques of grounds maintenance; methods and
techniques of re'sodding and rebuilding large fields; basic principles and methods of
eradication and control of plant pests and diseases; grounds maintenance tools and
equipment; budget preparation; public relations; occupational hazards and safety
practices.
Ability to: plan, superyise, and coordinate various functions of beautification and
parkb maintenance programs; evaluate operations and activities; prepare and justify
budget estimates; initiate and maintain eflective relationship with the public; give clear
and concise oral and written instructions; prepare reports and correspondence.
Health and Physical Condilip.n Requirementq:
Persons seeking appointment to positions in this class must meet the health and
physical condition standards deemed necessary and proper for perlormance of the
duties.

This an amendment of to the specification for the class, PARK MAINTENANCE
OPERATIONS CHIEF, which was titled BEAUTIFICATION AND PARKS MAINTENANCE
CHIEF and approved on March 1-, 7997 , retiled to PARK MAINTENANCE CHIEF,
renumbered on February 27,2047 and is to be substituted for that specification.

APPROVED:

DEC 0 I2013
(Date)

THOMAS T. TAKATSUKI

Acting Director of Personnel Services

DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL SERVTCES
COUNTY OF KAUAI I

PARK I4AINTENÀìICE ADMINISTRATOR

Duties

15A2 15 9

Summary:

Plans, organizes and directs act,ivítiee involving Ehe
construction, maintenance, repair and improvement of parks,
playgrounds, recreat,ional facilit,ies and civic complexes
within the county of Kauari; plans, organizes and directs a
program involving the beautification of parks, playgrounds,
recreational and landscaped areas of the County; and
performs ot,her related duties as required.
Distinquishinq Charact,erÍstics:

This class is distinguished by its responsibirity for
planning, directing and coordinating activities relating to
the construction, maint,enance, repai-r, ímprovemenl and
beautification of public parks and recreational areas and
facÍlities.
Examples

of Duties:

Plans, directs and coordinates work involvÍng the
construction, mainLenance, repair and improvement of parks,
playgrounds and recreat,ional areas; directs the
development, operation, maíntenance and improvement of
sports and civic complexes, community park areas and other
park and recreation equipment and structures; participat,es
in det.ermining long-range objectives and programs for the
department and directs t,he execution of approved programs
and projects; checks designs, plans and specifications of
structures in relation to t,he mainLenance requirements of
such sLructures; inspect,s ongoing construction of
buildings, sprinkler systems, f ences . and ot,her st,ructures
for compliance to plans and specificat.ions; plans, direcLs
and coordinates the County beaulification program to
landscape and beautify all county properties; reviews and
approves plans for landscaping, soil improvement and the
general care and beautification of grounds and premises of
existing parks and recreational areas; formulates
procedures for the enforcement of park rules and
regulations and for the protection of parks and

PARK MAIIì¡:IENAI\¡CE
ADMINISTRÀTOR
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recreational areas; formulates policies relating to
operational procedures, personnel, facilities and
equipment; authorizes and approves requisitions and
purchases of materials, equipment and supplíes; plans and
coordinates purchasing, repair and maintenance services for
tools and equipment; interviews and selects program
personnel; represents the Director at meetings, conferences
and inspections pertaÍning t'o the mainLenance of parks and
recreation areas and facililies; prepares and administers
the budget; prepares reports and correspondence; resolveg
complaints by the public; organizes and conducts
orientation and training programs.
Minimum Qua lifícatíon

Reguirements for the Claes:

TrainJ-ng and Experíence: A combination of education
and experience substantially equivalent to graduation from
an accredíLed college or university with a baccalaureate
degree in business administration, public administration,
horticulture or a related field and two (2) years of
administrative experience in construclj-on and/or
maintenance activities.

of: principles and practices of supervision
and public park administration; Ioca1 community parks and
recreation standards, needs and probLems; Lhe layout and
construction of parks, playgrounds and recreational areas,.
basic principles of landscapirg, basic methods, equipment,
and materials used ín construction t,rades; occupational
hazards and safety practices; principles of budget
preparation; public relaEions; report writing.
Knowledge

Ability t.o: formulate 1 ong-range object.ives; plan,
assign, schedule, review and coordinate the work of a large
number of employees; prepare and justify budget estimates;
interpret and explain laws, policies, procedures, rules and
regulations; read and understand t,he basic features of
engineering and architectural plans, designs and
specifications; supervise the use of herbicides,
insecticides and fertílizers; initiate and maintain an
effective public relations program; speak effect,ively
before community groups; give clear and concj-se oral and
wrilten instructions,. prepare correspondence and reports;
deal lactfully and effectively wit,h the public.

PARK IUÀI¡ÍTENAIiICE
ADMINTSTRå,TOR

15A2 159

3

Health and Ph sical Condition

Re

rements:

Persons seekíng appointment to positions in this class
musL meeL the healEh and physical condition standards
deemed necessary and proper for performance of Ehe duties.

******************************

This is the first, specification approved for the
elass PARK I,ÍAMfENAI\TCE .âDMINISTRå,TOR

new

APPROVED: ,JUN l-6 2010
Date

OI,M C.

z

Director of Personnel Services

Appendix 3

DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL SERVICES
COUNTY OF KAUAI
FACI LITI ES MAI NTENANCE COORDI NATOR

2.304

SR-24, 8U.13
Duties Summary:
Plans, directs, and coordinates the repair, renovation, and maintenance of County
buildings, equipment, and facilities; coordinates the custodial services prCIgram;
manages and oversees maintenance and custodial staff through subordinate
supervisors; and performs other related duties as required.
Þisti ngu ish ing 0ha ractefiqtics:

Thís class is distinguished by its responsibility for preparing plans, specifications,
and proposals to construct, renovate, and repair County buildings, equipment, and
facilities, as well as planning, coordinating and overseeing maintenance and custodial
services. Programs often include the management of a wide variety of trades specialties
involved in designated capital improvement projects.
Exarnples of_Duties:
a

Plans, directs, and coordinates the work of subordinates in a wide variety of
trades for the construction, renovation, repair, and maintenance, including
custodial services for public buildings, related facilities, and equipment;

o

Reviews, develops, and establishes policies, plans, and procedures for the
management and control of facilities maintenance;

a

Coordinates work activities for maintenance and custodial services programs;

a

Develops and executes a preventive maintenance and quality control program;

a

Recommends changes in priorities and re-adjusts work priorities to include daily
emergency requests;

t

Prepares estimates of costs, time, and manpower, monitorinÉ the accuracy of
estimates;

o

Prepares the annual budget with justifications for the section;

o

Prepares specifications, proposals, and requisitions ïor equipment, tools, and
building, plumbing!, and electrical materials;

a

lnspects work projects to monitor progress and to determine conformance to

Facilities Maintena nce Coordinator
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plans, schedules, and anticipated costs;
a

Analyzes and evaluates operation and maintenance functions and implenrents or
recommends new or improved practices;

Studies personnel requirements and recommends solutions to maximize
operational efficiency;
a

Receives and resolves complaints relating to the building and equipment
maintenance program;

a

Prepares budgets for contractual work;

a

Develops, prepares, and negotiates architectural and engineering contracts for
design services;

t

May identify, develop, and prepare plans, specifications, and proposals for all
service contracts necessary to maintain County facilities and equipment and for
designated capital improvement projects;

a

Manages contracts to assure compliance with plans, specifications, and County
procedures;

o

lnsures proper application of collective bargaining agreements to section
personnel;

a

Organizes, directs, and monitors training and safety programs for maintenance
personnel; and

¡

Performs othei related duties as required.

Minimum Qualification Requirements for the Class:
Training and Experience: A combination of education and experience substantially
equivalent to graduation from an accredited oollege or university with a baccalaureate
degree in architecture, civil engineering, structural engineering or a related field and three
(3) years of responsible supervisory experience in a variety of construction and/or
maintenance and repair of commercial, industrial or public buildings or structures.
License Requírement: Possession of a valid motor vehicle operator's license (Hawai'i
Type 3 or equivalent).
Knowledge of: principles and practices of supervision and administration; practices,
methods, tools, materials and equipment used in the various trades; principles and
practices of architecture or engineering; general knowledge of applicable building, electrical,
fire, zoning, and related State and Federal codes and regulations; budset preparation;

3

Facil ities Maintenance Coordinator
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departmental polices and procedures; occupational hazards and safety principles and
practices.

Aþilityto: plan, organize, direct, and coordinate maintenance and custodial activities,
including the performance of building and equipment maintenance, alteration, and repair;
plan and assign maintenance operations; mobilize personnel and equipment; read and
understand plans, specifications, and work orders, planningthe method of accomplishing
repairs or replacements; inspect and evaluate maintenance workmanship and production;
estimate costs and quantities of labor, materials and equipment requirements for work
program; develop and formulate policies and procedures; prepare operational reports,
budgetforecasts, and program expenditure plans, establish and maintain effective working
relationships with others.
Health and Physical Condjllon Requirements
Persons seeking appointment to positions in this class must meet the health and
physical condition standards deemed necessary and proper for performance of the duties.

This is an amendment to the specification for the class, FACILITIES MAINTENANCE
COORDINATOR, which was approved on August 7, 1995, and is to be substituted for
that specification.

APPROVED:

siP 1 6 2013
(Date)

;Jr-;w

THOMAS T. TAKATSUKI

Acting Director of Personnel Services

DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES
COUNTY OF KAUA'I
FJCI I,tTl ES MAt NTENANCE ADM I N TSTRATOR

L5A2LL9

EM-03
Duties Summary:
Plans, organizes and directs all activities involving the construction, repair and
maintenance of buildings and facilities for the County of Kaua'i; oversees the custodíal
services program; and performs other related duties as required.
Disti n gu ish i n g Cha racteristics:

This class is distinguished by its responsibility for the overall management of the
Facilities Maintenance Division by planning and directing the activities related to the
construction, maintenance and repair of the County buildings, equipment and facilities,
as well as the custodial services program.
Examples of Duties: (Ihe following are examples of duties and are not necessari/y
descriptive of any one position in this c/ass. Ihe omission of specific duties statements
does nof preclude mana$ementfrom assrþingsuch duties if such duties are a logical
assþnment for the position.)
O

Plans, organizes, directs, and administers the facilities maintenance program for
the public buildings and facilities within the County;

a

Plans and directs work, through subordinate supervisors, that involves the
construction, renovation, repair, and maintenance, including custodial services
for County buildings, equipment, and facilities;

a

Formulates policies relating to operational procedures, personnel, facilities and
equípment for the division;

o

Participates in the review and approval of awards, inspections, and final
payrnents of construction and service contracts;

a

Prepares sketches, reviews plans and specifications and make estimates on new
constructíons, renovations, and repairs;

a

Plans, directs and coordinates the preventive maintenance and quality control
program;

a

lnspects facilities for exísting conditions and plans for the maintenance and/or
improvement;

a

Participates in determining the long-range objectives relating to County facilities;
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a

Writes contract specifications, recommends contractor's bid for awards, and
coordinates bidding process;

a

Establishes assignment priorities and completion dates for various alterations
maintenance, or repair projects based on workload and staffing resources;

a

Prepares and administers the annual budget of the division;justifies budget
needs and maintains fiscal responsibility for budget throughout the year;

a

Plans and coordinates purchasing, repair and maintenance services for tools and
equipment;

a

Authorizes and approves requisitions and purchases of materials, equipment and
supplies;

a

Recommends all personnel actions including hiring, promotion, reallocations,
disciplinary actions, and terminations;

a

Organizes, directs and monitors training and safety programs for the division;

a

Attends meetings with community groups and organizations and informs the
public of maintenance programs and activities serving as liaison between
management and the community in matters relating to the maintenance and
repair of county facilities;
lnterviews and recommends selection of personnel for the division;

a

Prepares reports and correspondence;

a

lnvestigates, responds, and resolves complaints bythe public;

r

Perl'orms other related duties as required.

Minimum Oualification Requirements for the Class:
Training and Experience: A combination of education and experience substantially
equivalent to graduation from an accredited college or university with a baccalaureate
degree in business administration, public administration or a related field and two (2)
years of administrative experience in building construction and maintenance activities.
Knowledge of: principles and practices of administration and management;
principles and practices of building construction and maintenance; laws, codes,
ordinances and regulations governing building construction and maintenance work;
basic methods, equipment and materials used in the various trades; budget preparation;
public relations; report writing.
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Ability to: plan, assign and direct the work of others; develop operating standard
and procedures; interpret and explain laws, policies, procedures, rules and regulations;
prepare and justify budget estimates; read and understand the basic features of
engineering and architectural plans, designs and specifications; prepare clear and
concise reports and correspondence; deal effectively with other governmental agencies
and the public.
Health and Ph!¡sical Condition Reqtj.irements:
Persons seeking appointment to positions in this class must meet the health and
physical condition standards deemed necessary and proper for performance of the
duties.

This is the first specification approved for the new class FACILITIES
MAINTENANCE ADMINISTRATOR effective July 1, 2AL7.

APPROVED: August 31,, 2Ot7
(Date)

6r¿",rrtu*l,n Qnn
JANINE M.Z. RÀPOZ-6V'

Director of
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